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Part I II. Application of Darcy’s Law to Field Problems 

Darcy’s I,aw, as mentioned in the discussion of Part II, however, Darcy’s law has direct 
at the close of Part II, may be generalized applioation to many field problems. In Part 
to deal with three-dimensional flows ; and it III we shall consider a few examples of such 
may be combined with other laws or concepts direct application. Later, in Part V and VI, 
to develop equations for relatively complex we will consider th:e combination of Darcy’s 
problems of ground-water hydraulics. Even law with other concepts to yield equations 
in the simple form develo,ped in the program for more complex problems. 

1 u- 

In Part II we pointed out that Darcy’s law 
is a differential equation-that is, an equa- 
tion containing a derivative. It gives us some 
information about the rate at which head 
changes with distance, under given condi- 
tions of flow. In general, in dealing with 
ground-water problems, we will require ex- 
pressions that relate values of head, rather 
than thse ra:te of change of head, to flow con- 
ditions. To proceed from a differential equa- 
tion, describing the rate of change of head, 
to an algebraic equation giving values of 
head, is to obtain a solution to the differential 
equation. There are various techniques for 
doing this. We need not go into these tech- 
niques of solution here. For our purposes, it 
will be sufllcient if we can recognize Ia solu- 
tion when we are given one--that is, if we 
can test an algebraic equation to determine 
whether it is a solution to a given differential 
equation. This is just a matter of differentia- 
tion. When we w&h to know whether an 
algebraic equation is a solution to a differ- 

ential equation, we may simply differentiate 
the algebraic equation. If we obtain a result 
which is equivalent to the given differential 
equation, then the algebraic equation is a 
solution to the differential equation. Should 
we fail to obtain an equivalent result, the 
algebraic equation is not a solution. Thus, for 
our present purposes at least, we may con- 
sider a ,solution to a differential equation to 
be an algebraic equation which, when differ- 
entiated, will yield the given differential 
equation. 

QUESTION 

Which of the following algebraic equations 
is a solutioa to the differential equation 

dx 

2/=Kx2 

x=2y+K 
y=Kx+5 

Turn to Section: 

15 
23 
7 
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Your answer in Section 35, QUESTION 

dh Q 
-=-9 

2 (In r) 2nKb 

is correct. This equation is equivalent to the 
original differential ,equation for the problem 
and states that the rate of change of hy- 
draulic head, with respect to change in the 
natural logarithm o,f radial distance, is con- 
stant and equal to 

Suppose we were to plot a graph of hy- 
draulic head versus the natural log of radial 
distance from the well, in our discharging 
well problem. Which of the following state- 
ments would apply to this graph? 

Turn to Section: 

Q 
2nKb * 

(a) The plot would become progres- 
sively steeper with decreasing 
values of In r-that is, as the 
well is approached. 

(b) Equal changes in head would be 
observed over intervals repre- 
senting equal changes in r. 

(c) The plot would be a straight line. 

18 

31 
38 

Your answer in Section 19 is correct. If 
the head in the well (and throughout the 
aquifer) prior to pumping is ‘equal to h,, the 
term h,- h, is actually the drawdown in the 
pumping well (assuming that there are no 
additional losses in head ‘associated with flow 
through the well screen, or within the well 
itself). Thus the equation in your answer 
allows us to predict the drawdown associated 
with any discharge, Q. Alternatively, the 
equation can be viewed as a method of cal- 
culating the hydraulic conductivity, K, of the 
aquifer on the basis of field measurements of 
Q and h, - h,, or on the basis of head meas- 
urements at any arbitrary radii, r1 ,and rz, 
using observation wells. The theory of steady- 
state flow to a well as developed here is often 
referred to as the Thiem theory, after G. 
Thiem, who contributed to its development 
(Thiem, 1906). 

While it would not be common, in practice, 
to find a well conveniently located at the cen- 
ter of a circular island, the example is a 
very useful one. The hydraulic operation of 
any well is similar, in many important re- 
spects, to that of the well on the island. In 

particular, the decrease in cross-sectional 
area of flow as the well is approached, lead- 
ing to the logarithmic “coae of depression” 
in thle potentiometric surface, is a feature of 
every discharging well problem. It is in fact 
the dominant feature of such problems, since 
the head losses close to the well, within this 
“cone of depression” are normally the largest 
head losses associated with the operation of 
a well. The radial symmetry assumed in the 
Thiem analysis usually prevails, at least in 
the area close to the well, in most discharging 
well problems. 

Readers familiar with differential equa- 
tions will note that the equations of radial 
flow developed here can be obtained more 
directly by separating variables in the differ- 
ential equation 

Q dh 
--Km-, 
2abr dr 

and integrating between the limits rl and r2, 
or r, and re. That is, these radial-flow equa- 
tions, which state that head will vary with 
the logarithm of radial distance, are ac- 
tually solutions to this differential equa- 
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tion; if they are differentiated with respect ciated with potential-flow problems involving 
to r, the differential equation is obtained. cylindrical symmetry in other branches of 
Again readers familiar with the general con- physics. 
cepts of potential theory will recognize the 
pattern of head loss around the well as an You have completed Part III. You may go 
example of the “logarithmic potential” asso- on to Part IV. 

40 
Your answer in Section 9, 

h~h,,-2&~ 

veloped for the problem. Keep in mind that in 
order to find a solution to the differential 
eauation 

KW 

is not correct. If we differentiate this equa- 
tion, treating h, as a constant, we obtain the 

d(h*) 2Q 
-= -- 

ax Kw 
result we must find an expression which will yield 

dh 2Q this equation upon differentiation. -= -- 
dx Kw Return to Section 9 and choose another 

which is not the differential equation we de- answer. 

5 u- 
Your answer in Section 8 is not correct. The 

differential equation tells us that any solution 
we obtain, giving h as a function o,f x, must 
be such that the derivative of h with respect 
to x, dh/dr is a constant, - (Q/KA) . Thus 
we know that (1) since the derivative is a 
constant (does not <involve x) , the plot of 
h versus x for any solution must h,ave a con- 
stant slo,pe-that is, the plot must be a 
straight line; and (2) since the constant has 

the same value for any solution, the graphs 
of different or distinct solutions must all have 
the same slop+that is, these plots must be 
parallel straight lines. A family of curves all 
intersecting rthe x axis at a common point, as 
in the answer which you chose, could not 
have these characteristics. 

Return to Section 8 and choose another 
answer. 

6 u- 
Your answer in Section 41 is not correct. axis. At a radial distance r from the well, the 

The directioln of flow in this problem is cross-sectional area of flow will be the area 
radial, toward the well as an axis. The cross- o-f a cylindrical surface of radius T and of 
sectional area of flow must be taken at right height equal to the thickness of the aquifer. 
angles to this radial flow direction ; that is, it 
must be ‘a cylindrical surface within the aqui- Return to Section 41 and select another 
fer having the centerline of the well as its answer. 

0 - 

0 
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07 
Your answer, y = Kx + 5, in Section 1 is cor- 

rect; of the three expreesions given, it is the 
only one which yields dy/dx= K upon differ- 
entiation. However, 9 = Kx + 6 is obviously 
not the only equation which will give this 
result upon differentiation. For example, dif- 
ferentiation of the equations y= Kx+7, 
y = Kx - 3, or y = Kx will also yield dy/dx = K. 
The constant term which is added or sub- 
tracted on the right does not affect the differ- 
entiation; regardless of the value of the con- 
stant, the derivative of y with respect to x 
always turns out to be K. Since we have an 
infinite choice of constants to add or sub- 
tract, there :re an infinite number of alge- 
braic equations which qualify as solutions to 
our differential equation. This is a general 
characteristic of differential equations-the 
solutions to ,a differential equation are always 
infinite in number. 

QUESTION 

Given the following three algebraic equa- 
tions relating head, h, to distance, x. 

Q 
(a) h=--x 

KA 

Q 
(b) h=ho--x 

KA 

Q 
(c) h=h,--x2+7 

KA 

where ho, &, K, and A are cmstants ; which 
of the equations are solutions to the differ- 
ential equation 

!i-Kth? 
A dx 

Turn to Section: 
all three 29 
only (a) 14 
(a) and (b) but not (c) 8 

08 
h 

Your answer in Section 7 is correct. Either 
(a) or (b), when differentiated and re- 
arranged, will yield the equation 

Q dh 
-= -K-. 
A dx 

Differentiation of (c) leads to an entirely 
different equation. 

In the preceding example, the algebraic 
equations deal with values of hydraulic head, 
h, at various distances from some reference 
point; while the differential equation deals 
with the rate of change of head with di&ance. 
The differential equation is, of course, 
Darcy’s law and states that if head is plotted 
versus distance, the slope of the plot will be 
constant-that is, the graph will be a straight 

Slope = - - 
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line. The graphs of equations (a) and (b) of 
Section ‘7 are shown in the diagram. Each is 
a straight line having a slope equal to 

Q . 
-a 

the intercept of equation (a) on the h axis 
is h= 0, while the intercept of equation (b) 
on the h axis is h= h,. These intercepts give 
the values ‘of h at x = 0 ; they provide the 
reference points from which changes in h 
are measured. 

QUESTION 

If we were to graph all possible solutions 
to the differential equation 

dh Q -= --, 
dx KA 

the result would be: 

Turn to Section: 

A family of curves, infinite in number, 
each intersecting the x axis at 

Q xc -- 5 
KA 

An infinite number of parallel straight 
lines, all having a slope 

Q 
-KA 

and distinguished by different inter- 
cepts on the x=0 axis. 

A finite number of parallel straight 
lines, all having a slope 

Q 
-KA 

10 

which intersect the x=0 axis at 
various positive values of h. 20 

9 cl 

Your answer in Section 25, 

Q = - Kwhe, 
dx- 

is correct. From the rules of differentiation, 
the derivative of h2 with respect to x is 
given by 

-457 d (h2) 

dx dx 
Therefore, substituting 

1 d(he) 
-- 
2 dx 

for h (dh/dx) in the equation 
dh 

Q= -Kwh- 
dx 

and rearranging, we have 
d(ha) -2Q 
-=-* 

dx Kw 

In this rearranged form, the differential 
equation states that the derivative of h2 with 
respect to x must equal the constant term 

-29 
Kw 

QUESTION 

Which of the following expressions, when 
differentiated, yields the above form of the 
differential equation-that is, which of the 
following ‘expressions constitutes a solution 
to the differential equation ? (h, is a constant, 
representing the value of h at x=0.) 

Turn to Section: 

2Q 
h2 = h,2 --x2 

Kw 
2Q 

h2=ho2--x 

Kw 
2Q 

h=ho--x 
Kw 

16 

41 

4 
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Your answer in Section 8 is 
straight line having the slope 

Q 

-xi 

correct. Any 

will be the graph of a solution to the differ- 
ential equation 

There are an infinite number of lines which 
may have this slope, corresponding to the 
infinite number of solutions to the differential 
equation. 

The figure shows a confined aquifer of 
thickness b. The aquifer is completely cut by 
a stream, and seepage occurs from the stream 
into the aquifer. The stream level stands at 
an elevation ho above the head datum, which 
is an arbitrarily chosen level surface. The 
direction at right angles to the Istram is de- 
noted the x direction, and we take x as 0 at 
the edge ,of the ‘stream. We assume tlmt the 
system is in steady ‘state, so that no changes 
occur with time. Along #a reach of the stream 
having length w, the total rate of seepage 
loss from the stream (in, say, cubic feet per 
second) ils denoted 2Q. We assume that half 
of this seepage occurs through the right bank 
of the stream, and thus enters the part of the 
aquifer shown in our sketch. This seepage 
then moves away from the stream in a steady 
flow along the x direction. The resulting dis- 
tribution of hydraulic head within the 
aquifer is ‘indicated by the dashed line 
marked “potentiometric surface” in the 
sketch. This surface, sometimes referred to 
as the “piezometric surface,” actually traces 
the static water levels in wells or pipes tap- 
ping the aquifer at various points. The dif- 
erenti’al equation applicable to this problem 
is obtained by applying Darcy’s law to the 

flow, Q, across the cross-sectional area, bw, 
and may be written 

dh -Q 
-= --9 
dx Kbw 

where K is the hydraulic conductivity of the 
aquifer. The head distribution-that is, the 
potentiometric surface-is described by one 
of the solutions to this differenti’al equation. 
In addition to satisfying the differential equa- 
tion, the required solution must yield the 
correct value of h at the edge of the stream- 
that is, at x=0. 

QUESTION 

Which of the following expressions gives 
the particular solution (to the above differ- 
ential equation) which ‘applies to the prob- 
lem described in this section? 

Turn to Section: 

Q 
h= --z 22 

Kbw 
Q 

h=2Q--x 
Kbw 

Q 
h=ho--x 

Kwb 

36 

24 
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Your answer in Section 27 is not correct. characteristic of the problem we are con- 

The decrease in radius does not compensate sidering. It has a major-in fact, dominant- 
for the decrease in cross-sectional area; it is, effect upon the ,solution to the problem. 
rather, the cause of this decrease in cross- Return to Section 27 apd choose another 
sectional area. The decreasing crosjs-sectional answer. 
area, along the path of flow, is a fundamental 

Your answer in Section 41 is not correct. as its axis. The area of flow at a radial dis- 
The flow of water is directed radially inward lance r from the well wo’uld thus be the area 
toward the well. Any cross-sectional area of of a cylindrical surface of radius r, having a 
flow, taken normal to this radial direction of height equal to the thickness of the aquifer. 
movement, would be a cylindrical surface in Return to Section 41 and choo’se another 
the aquifer,, having the centerline of the well answer. 

Your answer in Section 35, 
dh Q 

(In r)-=-, 
dr 2,rKb 

is not correct. The differential equation as 
given in Section 35 was 

dh Q T-C-. 
dr 2&b 

In your answer, In r sba.s simply been sub- 

stituted for r. This is obviously not what we 
want; In r is not equal to r. The relations 
given in Section 35 can be used to obtain an 
expression which is equivalent to dh/dr. This 
expression can then be substituted for dh/dr 
in the above differential equation to obtain 
the required result. 

Return to Section 35 and choose another 
answer. 

14 cl 
Your answer in Section 7 is not correct. 

It is true that expression (a), 
Q 

h= --x, 
KA 

yields the result 
dh Q 
z= -xi- 

upon differentiation and is thus a solution to 
the given equation. However, it is not the 
only one of the given expressions which 
yields the required result upon differentia- 
tion. 

Return to Section 7 and test the remaining 
expressions, by differentiation, in order to 
find the correct answer. 
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Your answer, ~J=E?, in Section 1 is not dy 
correct. If we differentiate the equation -K -- 
y=Kxz, we obtain dx 

$2KX, 
which is not the differenti,al equation with 
which we started. Our differential equation 
Wi3S 

and we are looking for ,a solution to this 
differential equation-that is, we are looking 
for an algebraic expression which, when dif- 
ferentiated, will produce the differential 
equation (dy/dx) = K. 

Return to Section 1 and test the remaining 
choices, by differentiating them, to see which 
will yield the given differential equation. 

016 
Your answer in Section 9, 

2Q 
jp=@--x2, 

Kw 
is not correct. If we differentiate this an- 
swer, treating h,’ as a constant, we obtain 

d(W 2Q .2x 
-=-- , 

dx Kw 
since the derivative of x2 with respect to x 

is 2x. This result is not the differential equa- 
tion with which we started, so the equation 
of your answer is not the solution we require. 

Return to Section 9 and choose another 
answer. Keep in mind that the equation you 
select must yield the result 

d(P) 2Q 
-= -- 

dx Kw 
when it is differentiated. 

Your answer in Section 40, 
Q -KW2) 

-- -9 
2crb dr 

states that flow, divided by cross-sectional 
area, is proportional to the gradient of the 
square of head. Thus it cannot be a valid 

is not correct. Darcy’s law states that flow, 
application of Darcy’s law to the problem. 

Return to Section 40 and choose another 
divided by cross-sectional area, must be pro- answer. 
portional to the head gradient. Your answer 

018 
Your answer in Section 2 is not correct. slope, as in the answer you chose, the deriva- 

The equation in Se&ion 2 states that the de- tive cannot be constant. 
rivative of head with respect to In r is a con- Return to Section 2 and choose another 
stant. This derivative is simply the slope of answer. 
a plot of 12 versus In T. If such a plot changes 
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Your answer in Section 38 is correct ; inas- 

much as log r changes by the same amount 
between 10 and 1 as it does between 1,000 
and 100, th.e head changes by the same 
amount in these two intervals. If we were to 
replot head ldirectly versus radius, r, rather 
than versus log r, we would no longer have a 
straight line, but rather a “logarithmic” 
curve, as shown in the sketch. The gradient 
becomes progressively steeper as we ap- 
proach the .well, to compensate for the de- 
creasing cross-sectional area of flow. This 
logarithmic pattern of head decline is some- 
times referred to as the “cone of depression” 
in the potentiometric surface around the well. 

QUESTION 

The equation obtained in Section 38 can be 
applied between the radius of the island, ret 
and the radius of the well, r,, to obtain an 
expression for the head difference between 
the well and edge of the island. If h, repre- 
sents the head at the edge of the ieland (that 
is, the level of the open water surrounding 
the island) and h, represents the head in the 

h 

I I I 
0 100 1,000 r 

Arithmetic scale 

well which of the following expressions 
would result from this procedure? 

Turn to Section: 

&5Bogr” 
he-h,=- - 

2srKb re 
2.3Qlogc 

he-h,,,=- - 
2rKb rw 

28 

3 

2.3Q 
h,-h,=- (log r,-log r,) 30 

2nKb 

Your answer in Section 8 is not correct. If 
we were to write the solution to the equation 

Q dh 
-= -K- 
A dx 

in the most, general form, we would write 
Q h=- -x+c 

KA 
where c could represent any constant term 
we wish. No matter what value we assign c, 
so long ,as it is constant (not dependent on 
x) its d,erivative with respect lo x will be 
zero. Thus regardless of the value of c, differ- 
entiation will yield the result 

dh Q -= 
dx -iGi 

which is equivalent to our given differential 
equation. Clearly we can assign an infinite 
number of values to the term c, and obtain 
an infinite number of distinct equations 
(solution,s) which we can differentiate to 
obtain our differential equation. Each of 
these solutions is the equation of a straight 
line; that is, each has a slope, dh/dx, equal 
to - (Q/KA) , ,and ,each has a distinct inter- 
cept on the h axi,s, where x= 0. This inter- 
cept is simply the value of the constant c, 
since if we set x = 0 in the solution we obtain 
h=c. 

Return to Section 8 and choose another 
answer. 
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Your answer in Section 24 is not correct. 

According to Darcy’s law, the specific dis- 
charge, &/A, is given by 

Q -= -K!? 
A di 

If the specifics discharge increases ‘M the 
stream is approached, the head gradient 
dhldx must Lalso increashthat is, become 

steeper-as the stream is approached. A plot 
of h versus distance would thus be some sort 
of curve. In the statement of the problem in 
Section 24, however, head was described as 
increasing linearly with distance away from 
the stream. Since head increases in a linear 
fashion, dh/dx is constant. 

Return to Section 24 and choose another 
answer. 

022 
Your answer in Section 10, 

Q h= -- 
KbwXY 

is not correct. It is true that d.Xerentiation 
of this equation yields the result 

dh Q -= 
dx -Kbw 

which is our given differential ‘equation; but 
this in itself is not enough to make it the 
answer to our problem. If we set x equal to 
zero in the expression 

Q 
h= --x, 

Kwb 
we obtain the result h = 0. That is, this equa- 
tion says that where x is zero, at the edge of 
the stream, hydraulic head is also zero. Ac- 

cording to the statement of our problem, 
however, head i,s equal to h,, the elevation of 
the stream surface above d,atum, at x = 0. The 
solution which we require must not only have 
the property of yielding the given differen- 
tial equation 

dh Q -= 
dx -- Kbw 

when it is differentiated ; it must also have 
the property that when x is set equal to zero 
in the solution, hydraulic head will be h,. 
This is an example of what is meant by a 
boundary condition; the solution must sati’sfy 
a certain condition (h = ho) along a certain 
boundary (x =0) of the problem. 

Return to Section 10 .and choose another 
answer. 

a23 
Your answer, x = 2y + K, in Section 1 is not 

txwrect. We can rearrange the equ’ation you 
selected as follows 

y= 1-x-5 
2 

Now if we differentiate this equation, we 
obtain 

dy 
-= $5, 
dx 

which is not the differential equ,ation with 

which we ,started. We were asked to find a 
solution to the differenti’al equation 

dy 
-K; 

dx- 
that is, we were asked to find an algebraic 
equation which, when differentiated, would 
yield the result dy/dx = K. 

Return to Section 1 and test the remaining 
answers by differentiation, to see which one 
satisfies this condition. 
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Your answer in Section 10, 

Q 
h=h,--x 

Kbw 
is correct. The differential equation tells us 
that a plot ‘of h versus x will be a straight 
line with slope 

Q --; 
Kbw 

while from the other information given, we 
know that at x=0, h is equal to ho. Thus, to 
describe h as a function of x we require the 
equation of a straight line, with h, as the 
intercept and - (Q/Kbw) ,as the slope. We 
can make two tests to verify that we have 
obtained the correct soIution; first, we may 
differentiate the solution with respect to x, 
to see whether we obtain the differential 
equation ; scscond, we may let x equal 0 in the 
solution to see whether the condition that h 
is h, at x=0 is satisfied. Only if our equation 
meets both of these tests i’s it ‘the solution we 
require. The conditioa that h must be h, at 
x=0 is an example of what is commonly 
termed a boundary condition; it is a condi- 
tion which states that h must have a certain 
value along one or another of the bound,aries 
of our problem. The differential equation, 

dh Q -= --? 
dx Kbw 

is in itself insufficient to define head as a 
function of x. It establishes that the graph of 
h versus x will be a straight line with slope 

Q 
--9 

Kbw 

25 cl 
Your answer in Section 24 is correct. This Suppose we now consider an aquifer in 

serves to ,illustrate the dual utility of flow which the flow is unconfined, so that the 
equations i.n ground-water hydraulics-they upper limit of the flow system at any point 
enable us to predict the head distributions is the water surface, or water table, itself. 
associated with various conditions of flow Again we consider uniform flow away from 
and they enable us to draw conclusions re- a stream, as shown in the diagram. It is con- 
garding. ground-water. flow on the basis of venient in this case to take the base of the 
head distrj.butions observed in the field. unconfined aquifer as our head datum. We 

but there are an infinite number of such 
straight lines which we might draw. The 
additional information given by the boundary 
condition-that h must be ho at x =O-per- 
mits us to pick out the particular straight 
line we require, by giving us its intercept. A 
boundary condition is thus a bit of informa- 
tion on the value of head at a known point: 
it provides a reference from which the 
changes in head indicated by a differentia1 
equation may be measured. The processes of 
(1) differentiation to establish that a given 
equation is a solution to a differential equa- 
tion and (2) application of boundary condi- 
tions to establish that it is the particular 
solution that we require may be ,applied to 
problems much more complex than the one 
we have considered here. 

QUESTION 

Suppose that, in measuring observation 
wells tapping ‘a confined aquifer, we observe 
a linear increase in head with distance away 
from a stream or channel which cuts com- 
pletely through the aquifer; and suppose 
this pattern remains unchanged through a 
considerable period of time. Which of the 
following conclusions could we logically draw 
on the basis of this evidence? 

Turn to Section: 

There is no flow within the aquifer. 
There is a steady flow through the 

aquifer into the stream. 
A flow which increases in specific dis- 

charge as one approaches the 
stream occurs in the aquifer. 

42 

25 

21 
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assume that vertical components of flow are 
negligible. Thi,s assulmptioa is never wholly 
satisfied, as movement cannot be ‘entirely 
lateral in and near the free surface, owing to 
the slope of the surface itself. Frequently, 
however, the vertical velocity component is 
slight compared to the lateral and therefore 
can be neglected, as we are doing here. An 
important difference between this problem 
and the confined-flow problem is that here the 
cross-sectional area of flow diminishes along 
the path of flow, as h decreases, whereas in 
the confined problem it remains constant. 

Along a reach of the stream having a length 
W, seepage into the aquifer occurs at a rate 
2Q ; and we assume that half of this seepage 
moves to the right, into the part of the 
aquifer shown in the sketch. 

QUESTION 

According to the assumptions outlined 
above, which of the following relations is 
obtained by ‘applying Darcy’s law to this 
problem ? 

Turn to Section: 

dh 
Q= -Kxw- 

dx 
Q -= -J&F 

bw dx 
dh 

Q= -Kwh- 
dx 

26 

43 

9 

026 
Your answer in Section 25, the diagram of Section 25, the cross-sectional 

dh area of the flow-that is, the cross-sectional 
Q = - Kxw--, 

dx 
area taken at right angles to the direction of 
movementnan be seen to be equal to wh. 

is not correct. Darcy’s law states that the In the answer which you chose, the term xw 
flow i,s the product of the hydra.ulic conduc- appears as the ,area of flow. 
tivity, the cross-sectional ‘area of flow, and Return to Section 25 and choose another 
the (negative) head gradient. Referring to answer. 

027 

I ! 
rl 

Your answer, 2tib, in Section 41 is correct. 

0 
The flow is radially inward in the (negative) 
r direction-that is, parallel to the r axis of 

polar coordinates. The cross-sectional area of 
flow is a surface which is everywhere normal 
to this direction of flow; hence it is a cylin- 
drical surface, and its area is given by the 
expression for the area of a cylinder. 

As we proceed inward along the path of 
flow ,in this problem, the cylindrical area of 
flow becomes smaller and smaller, as illus- 
trated in the sketch. This is also evident from 
our expression for the cross-sectional area, 
which tells uIs that as r decreases, the area 
must decrease. 
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QUESTION 

Which of the following statements is cor- 
rect? 

Turn to Section: 

(a) Although cross-sectional area is 
decreasing, radius is Ialso de 
creasing. These factors com- 
bine in such a way that the 
hydraulic gradient remains 
constant. 11 

(b) Cross-sectional area decreases 
along the path of flow, while 
discharge remains constant ; 
therefore, the hydr,aulic gradi- 
ent must increase along the 
path of flow. 

(c) Cross-sectional area of flow de- 
creases Ialong ;the path of flow, 
but this is offset by conver- 
gence of the flowlines toward 
the well, and no increase in the 
hydraulic gradient occurs. 

40 

32 

280 
Your answer in Section 19, 2.39 

2.3Q 
log?, 

hz-h1=- log5 
ho-h,,,=- 27rKb r2 

2xKb re Comparison with the equations in Section 38 
is not correct. If we let h, <and r, be repre- will show thhat this is not the form which we 
sented by II, and rz, and if we let h, and r, require. 
be represented by h1 and rl, your answer can Return to Se&cm 19 and choose another 
be restated in the form answer. 

29 0 

Your answer in Section 7 is not correct. 
The given differential equation 

Q 3 
-=-A- 

A dx 
can be rearranged to 

dh Q -= 
dx xi’ 

In order for all three of the given expres- 
sions to be solutions to this equation, all 
three would have to yield - (Q/KA) as the 
derivative of h with respect to x. But if we 
differentiate expmssion (c), for example, 
which was 

h=h,-:xP+‘7, 
KA 

we obtain 

dh -2Q -z-x, 
dx KA 

which is not the’given differential equation. 
Thus we can see that at least expression (c) 
does not satisfy the given equation. 

Return to Section ‘7 and test the remaining 
expressions, by differentiation, in order to 
find the correct answer. 
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030 
Your answer in Section 19, right in your answer will be negative, imply- 

ing that h, is greater than h,. Thi,s does not 
he-h,,= Z(log r,-log r,), make sense; the head in a discharging well 

ii- cannot be greater than the head ,at the radius 
is not correct. The term log re will obviously of influence of the well. 
be greater than log r,, since rs is much Return to Section 19 and choose ,another 
greater than rW. Thus the expression on the answer. 

031 
Your answer in Section 2 is not correct. 

If equal changes in head were observed over 
intervals representing equal changes in r, 
we could write 

ah 
- = constant 
AT 

where Ah is the change in head which is 
always observed over any interval of radial 
width hr. In derivative form this would be 

dh 
-= constant, 
dr 

and this is not the condition which has been 
shown to apply to this problem. The condition 
our plot must satisfy, rather, is 

dh 
- = constant. 
d(ln r) 

Return to Section 2 and choose another 
answer. 

032 
Your answer in Section 27 is not correct. teristic of the discharging well problem; in 

The convergence of flowlines toward the well effect the decreasing flow area has a dominant 
does not compen,sate for the decrease in flow influence on the form of the head distribution 
area; it is, rather, caused by this decrease in around the well. 
flow area. The decrease in flow area as the Return to Section 27 and select another 
well is approached is a fundamental charac- answer. 

033 
Your answer in Section 40, 

Q -K!! -- 
A d3G) 

set up an x axis along which head could vary. 
The answer which you (selected involves a 
derivative of head with respect to x and thus 
cannot apply to our problem. 

is not correct. The x coordinate ww not used Return to Section 40 and choose another 
in our analysis of this problem : we did not answer. 
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Your answer in Section 38 is not correct. is the same for two different intervals, then 
The equation the head drops across those intervals must be 

2.39 
- log? 

equal. For the two intervals mentioned in the 
h,-h,=- answer which you chose, these ratios are 

2xKb rl 10/l and lOOO/lOO. 
indicates that if the ratio r,/r,-that is, the Return to Section 38 and choose another 
ratio of the outer radius to the inner radius- answer. 

35 cl 
Your answer in Section 40 is correct. The 

hydraulic gradient here is dh/dr, since flow 
is in. the r direction. We assume radial sym- 
metry around the well, so that the angular 
polar coordinate, 8, need not appear at all. 
We now rewrite the equation which you se- 
lected in th.e form: 

dh Q T-E-, 
dr 2irKb 

and we focus our attention for a moment on 
the left-hand member. According to the rules 
of differentiation we may write: 

dh dh d (In r) -= 
dr d (in r) dr 

where In r denotes the natural logarithm of 
r; and we may recall from in,troductory cal- 
culus that the derivative of In T with respect 
to r is given by 

d(In T) 1 

dr r 

QUESTION 

Using these expressions, which of the fol- 
lowing may be obtained as a correct restate- 
ment of the differential equation for the 
problem? 

Turn to Section: 

dh Q(ln r) 
-= 39 
dr 2rrKb 

dh Q -=- 2 
d (In r) 2~Kb 

dh Q 
(In r)-=- 13 

dr 2sKb 

36 0 
Your answer in Section 10, 

Q 
h=2Q--2, 

Kwb 
is not correct. This answer is indeed a solu- 
tion to our differenti,aI equation, for when we 
differentiate it we obtain the differential 
equation 

dh Q - --* 
ii- Kbw 

However, if we set 2 equal to zero in the 
answer which you chose, we find &at hy- 
draulic head, h, is equal to 2Q at the point 
where x is zero-that is, at the edge of the 

stream. In the discussion of Section 10, how- 
ever, it was stated that hydraulic head was 
equal to ho at the edge of the stream-h,, 
being the elevation of the stream surface 
above datum. This problem illustrates wh,at 
is meant by <tithe berm boundary condition; 
the solution must satisfy a condition along 
one boundary (h = ho at z = 0) in addition to 
satisfying the given djfferentiai equation. 
There are an infinite number of possible solu- 
tions to the above differential equation, but 
only one which satisfies this required bound- 
ary condition. 

Return to Section 10 and choose another 
answer. 
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037 
Your answer in Section 38 is not correct. 2.39 

If the equation hmo-h1o= =- . 1. 

2.3Q 

0 

2rKb 
h,-h,=- log ?- Return to Section 38 and choose another 

2nKb rl answer. 
is applied to the two intervals in question, 
we have 

h,,-h,= 
2.3Q 
-log 1 
2nKb 

and 

038 
h 

Your answer in Section 2 is correct. The 
equation states that the derivative of h with 
respect to In r is a constant. Thus a graph of 
h versus In r will be a straight line, which 
will have a slope equal to 

Q 

BrrKb- 

The sketch shows such a graph. As In r 
changes from In rz to In rl, head decreases 
from h, to h,; and as with any straight line 
function, the change in head can be obtained 
by multiplying the change in the independent 
variable by the slope of the line; that is, 

Q 
hz-hl= -((In r,-ln r,). 

2rKb 

I I ’ ,ln+ 
In r1 In 7, 

I I I I 
1 10 100 1,000 ?- 

Logarithmic scale 

This can be written in the equivalent form 
Q 

h,-h,=- InrL 
2,rKb r, 

inasmuch as the difference between In r2 and 
In r1 is simply the log of the quotient 
In (rJr,). At this point it is convenient to 
change from natural logs to common logs. 
This involves only multiplication by a con- 
stant-that is In r=2.3 log r, where log r 
denotes the common logarithm, or log to the 
base 10. Making this change, our equation 
takes the form 

or 

hz-ht= 
2.39 

-(log ?-*-log r1). 
2rKb 

Again a graph can be plotted of h versus 
log r-or, to do the same thing mode con- 
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veniently, a. graph ca.n be plotted of h versus 
r on semilog paper, as shown in the sketch. 
Since we have only multiplied by a constant, 
the graph remains a straight line. 

QUESTION 

On the basis of the graph shown in the 
figure and the equations given above, which 
of the following statements is correct? 

Turn to Section: 

(a) The head drop between r = 10 and 
r=l is equal to that between 
r = 1,000 ‘and r = 100. 19 

(b) The head drop between r= 10 and 
r= 1 is less than that between 
r= 1,000 and r= 100. 34 

(c) The head drop between r = 10 and 
r= 1 is much greater than that 
between r=lOO and r=lO. 37 

390 
Your answer in Section 35, 

dh Q(lnr) 
-=-? 
dr 2rKb 

is not correct. The following relations were 
given in Section 35: 

dh dh d (In r) -=-.- 
dr d(ln r) dr 

and 
d(lnr) 1 
-=-* 

dr r 
Combining these, 

dh 1 dh 
_=- . -. 
dr r d (In r) 

In the question of Section 35, the idea is 
to substitute the term 

1 dh 
--- 
r d(lnr) 

for the term 
dh 

z 
in the differential equation for our problem. 

Return to Section 35 and choose another 
answer. 

40 Cl 

Your answer in Section 27 is correct. The 
decrease in cross-sectional ‘area must, accord- 
ing to Darcy’s law, be accompanied by a 
steepening of the hydraulic gradient. When 
we apply Darcy’s law to this problem, weiill 
omit the customary negative sign. This is 
done because Q, the well discharge, must 
itself carry ‘a negative sign in this problem, 
since it is oriented toward the well, in the 
direction of decreasing values of r. The nega- 
tive sign ,on Q combines with the negative 
sign used by convention in Darcy’s law to 
yield an equation in positive terms. 

QUESTION 

Which of the following expressions is a 
valid application of Darcy’s law Q this prob- 
lem, and hence a valid differential equation 
for the problem ? 

Q dh 
-K- -- 

Turn to Section: 

A dx 

-=K!! Q 
2crb dr 
Q -K d(W -- - 

2,rrb dr 

33 

36 

17 
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Your answer in Section 9, 

jp=@-2&_, 
Kw 

is correct. The solution indicates ‘that h will 
have the form of a parabola wh,en plotted 
versus x in this cas’e. The para,bolic steepen- 
ing of the hydraulic gradient compensates 
for the progressive decrease in flow area, in 
such ‘a way that Da.rcy’s law is always sa.ti,s- 
fied. This approximate theory of unconfined 
flow was introduced by Dupuit (1863) and 
the assumptions involved in it a)re frequently 
referred to as the Dupuit assumptions. If 
the method is used in cases where these 
assumptions do not apply, serious errors can 
be introduced. 

We next consider another problem in 
which the cross-sectional area of flow dimin- 
ishes along the path of flow, leading to a 
progressive steepening of the hydraulic 
gradient. In this case, however, the decrease 
in area is generated by cylindrical geometry 
rather than by the slope of a free surface. 

The figure shows a well located at the cen- 
ter of a circular island. The well taps a con- 
fined aquifer which is rech’arged by the open 
water around the perimeter of the isltand. 
During pumping, water flows radially inward 
toward the well. We assume that the open 
water around the island maintains the head 
at a co&ant level along the periphery o,f the 
aquifer ‘and that the recharge along this 
periphery equals the well discharge. Since 
the well is at the center of the island and the 
island is circular, we can assume that cylin- 
drical symmetry will prevail; we can there- 
fore introduce polar coordinates to simplify 
the problem. 

QUESTION 

If b represents the thickness of the aquifer, 
which of the following expressions repre- 
sents the cross-sectional area of flow at a 
radial distance r from the axis of the well? 

Turn to Section: 

2xrb 27 
rr’b 12 
274 6 

042 
Your answer in Section 24 is not correct. 

The ,statement that there is ,a linear increase 
in head with distance away from the stream 
implies that there is a non-zero slope, dh/dx, 
in the potentiometric surface, and this in 
turn implies that flow exists in ,the aquifer. 
Darcy’s law states that 

Q= -K/l!!. 
dx 

Hydraulic conductivity, K, may be very low, 

but cannot be considered equal to zero as long 
as we ‘are dealing with an aquifer in the 
normal sense of the word. Thu,s in order for 
Q to be zero, through a given area A, the head 
gradient dh/dx ‘normal to A must be zero. In 
this case we have observed a head gradient 
which is not zero in the aquifer, so we know 
that flow of some magnitude must exist in 
the aquifer. 

Return to Section 24 and choose another 
answer. 
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Your answer in Section 25, 

Q dh 
-= -K-, 
bW dx 

is not correct. You have taken the cross- 
sectional area of flow to be bw-that is, the 
product of aquifer thickness and width of 
section. An examination of the figure in Sec- 

tion 25 will show tiat thi,s does not represent 
the actual area of flow. The aquifer is not 
saturated through its full thickness, but 
rather to a distance h above the base of the 
aquifer. Thus, the cross-sectional area of flow 
is wh, rather than bw. 

Return to Section 25 and choose another 
answer. 
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